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Welcome to “Our People’s Stories” for 2018, a publication presenting real
life stories of those who have received Supporting People services across
the Western Bay Region.

So what is the Supporting People Programme?
The Supporting People Programme provides housing related support to help vulnerable people
to live as independently as possible. It provides vital support to people who find themselves in
difficult personal circumstances and prevents problems escalating through early interventions.
In 2017-18 the Welsh Government (WG) invested £124.49 million in the Programme, supporting
more than 57,000 people every year in Wales.
The Programme aims to prevent homelessness and support vulnerable people to maximise,
maintain and sustain their independence through the provision of a range of housing related
support services.
Typically, Supporting People services include floating support, temporary accommodation (e.g.
homelessness hostels, domestic abuse refuges), households fleeing domestic violence, people
threatened with or getting over a period of homelessness as well as to people with mental
health needs, substance misuse needs or a learning disability.
The Western Bay region comprises of Swansea Council, Neath Port Talbot and Bridgend
County Borough Councils. 6 Regional Collaborative Committees (RCC), that’s one in each
region, have been established in Wales to oversee the Supporting People programme for the
local authorities that facilitate each region. The aim and purpose of RCC is to provide strategic
context for the funding and delivery decisions made by local authorities and other stakeholders
of the Supporting People Programme Grant.
The client groups supported by the Supporting People Programme are varied with the
programme ensuring effective early intervention that prevent problems escalating and ending up
with statutory services such as Health, Social Services or Criminal Justice.
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Who does the Supporting People programme support?

We support…









Families with support needs
Single parent families with
support needs
Women fleeing domestic abuse
Men fleeing domestic abuse
People over 55 years of age
with support needs
Young people with support
needs aged 16-24
People with chronic illnesses
People with developmental
disorders









People with learning disabilities
People with mental ill health
People with physical or sensory
disabilities
People with refugee status
People with substance misuse
issues (drugs and alcohol)
Young people who are care
leavers
People who are homeless or at
risk of becoming homeless.

The Supporting People Programme is more vital than ever.
Without the programme, the demands on other services would be very difficult for them to
manage and incredibly more expensive. This document will give you an idea of the
approximate amount of money that is saved by having the Supporting People Programme in
place.
The work of the Supporting People Programme needs to be promoted, especially during this
current period of economic austerity and the consequential financial pressures on local and
national government.
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What are some of the mainstream costs?
CRIME Police call out for
anti-social behaviour

CRIME Arrest &
detained

£673 per incident

£719 per arrest

HOUSING

HOUSING

Repossession

CRIME

CRIME Youth Offender

£663 per incident

£3,620

Housing Benefit

HOUSING Homelessness
advice and support

HOUSING Hostel

£752 per incident

£94 average per week

£699 per scheme

SOCIAL SERVICES
Common Assessment
Framework (CAF)

SOCIAL SERVICES
LA Residential Care for
older people

£1,650 each

£370 per week

HEALTH Service
Provision / Mental
Health

HEALTH Hospital
inpatients

£2,197 per year

SOCIAL SERVICES
Social Worker

HEALTH Specialist
services / Mental Health

£59 per hour

£459 per bed per day

HEALTH Drugs Misuse

HEALTH Alcohol Misuse

£3,727 per year

£2,015 per year

£1,863 per episode

CRIME

CRIME

Prison

Court Event: Violence
against a person 18+

£34,840 per prisoner
per annum
SOCIAL SERVICES
Child taken into care
£52,676 per year

HOUSING
Homelessness
Application
£2,724 per application

£117 per week

£14,603 per event
SOCIAL SERVICES
LA residential care
home for children
£3,089 per week

CRIME
Domestic Violence
£2,836 per incident

SOCIAL SERVICES
Reablement Service
£2,155 per user

HOUSING

HOUSING

Complex Eviction

Rough Sleepers

£7,276 per eviction

£8,605 per year
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The Supporting People Programme is a crucial preventative measure that helps to avoid and
reduce these approximate costs. The costs detailed above are those that Health, Social
Services and Criminal Justice services could incur if early interventions were not available or
provided.
The following pages are real life stories from service users of the Supporting People
Programme within Western Bay that help to provide evidence of the significant impact the
programme has on our communities.
We have included six stories, two from each local authority. These relate to some of the
priority areas the RCC is working on currently, namely Domestic Abuse (ACE/PIE) and
Homelessness. All names have been changed for confidentiality reasons and each story
details the person’s current needs, personal history, support received and the outcomes they
have achieved.
For some readers, these true accounts of service users lives may be emotionally difficult and
challenging to read.
Contact details for the Regional Collaborative Committee and Local Authority Supporting
Peoples teams are specified below should you want to request any further information or
would know how to access Supporting People services:
Swansea

Supporting.people@swansea.gov.uk

01792 637391

NPT

supportingpeople@npt.gov.uk

01639 685790

Bridgend

supporting.people@bridgend.gov.uk

01656 643681

RCC

Debra.trezise@swansea.gov.uk
(Regional Development Coordinator)

07471145424

The names of the Service Users have all been changed to protect their identities.

This is our people’s story….
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Alan is in his late 40s, lives in Swansea and has a history of offending,
imprisonment and alcohol/drug addiction.

Current Needs

Personal History

Alan's primary needs included
accommodation, safety, feeling safe,
physical/mental health, money and harm
reduction

Alan was a long term street drinker for over
10 years, suffering physical and mental
abuse from both the public and other street
drinkers, and had very poor physical health.

Project Info

Alan lived in a Swansea home for people
with severe alcohol issues and addictions
until he was taken into hospital with life
threatening liver disease. He then was able
to manage his alcohol addiction enough to
move into his current accommodation and
engage in an abstinence programme.

This project provides accommodation and
24hr support to people with a criminal justice
background and alcohol/drug addictions,
supporting them to become abstinent and
move onto independent living.
Support Received

Alan has received support to address benefit issues, medical appointments, learning and
volunteering opportunities that he has/is undertaken. Alan has also received support to
maintain his tenancy and address his alcohol dependency with both experienced project
staff and outside agencies. He has been sober for 2 years and 7 months and this has helped
him to become a qualified Peer Mentor and he is now peer monitoring clients with another
Swansea project. The support he has had has enabled him to manage his tenancy at the
Project and prepared him to move on to independent living and accommodation.
Outcomes
Managing Money
Alan has had support to maximise his
benefits and learn budgeting skills. Alan
pays his service charge regularly and has
also set up a savings account which he puts
money into each month in readiness to move
to an independent home. Alan has learnt
computer skills at various levels and has
undertaken a peer mentor course, which he
is now putting into good use by peer
mentoring other clients at various projects.

Feeling Safe / Contributing to the safety &
wellbeing of self and others.
Following many years of physical and mental
abuse while living on the streets, Alan now
feels completely safe living at the Project. He
has learned to stay away from old associates
and is committed to the well-being of himself
and others. He will report any safety issues
on project and advise his peers about
staying safe.
Managing Accommodation
Alan keeps his flat to a high standard and is
always pays his service charge in advance.
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Physically Healthy
Alan has suffered two strokes but manages
his daily life to the best of his ability. It has
not put him off living a normal life and
addressing his alcohol dependency. Alan
says that apart from short term memory loss
caused by years of alcohol abuse, his mental
health is the best it's been for many years.
Alan eats well, attends a gym exercise class
and takes regular daily walks and he's
determined not to let his disability hold him
back

Alan is very popular amongst other residents,
often offering advice and guidance based on
what he has learnt. He gets on well with all
clients and staff alike and is very polite. Alan
now has no problem getting out about in the
community and no longer associates with the
street drinkers he once was acquainted with.

In Alan’s own words….
"My long term plans include maintaining long-term sobriety and helping others to achieve what
I've achieved since being at the Project. I'm also looking forward to independent living and
maintaining a tenancy, something I have always been incapable of doing in the past through
alcohol, and also living a normal life."
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For Alan, it is estimated that (at least)
the following costs to other statutory
services may have been prevented:
CRIME Police call out

HEALTH: Inpatient
treatment for drugs /
alcohol misuse

Anti-social behaviour

CRIME Arrest &
detained

£673 per incident

£719 per arrest

HOUSING Homelessness
Application

HOUSING Homelessness
advice and support

HEALTH: Hospital
inpatients

SOCIAL SERVICES

£2,724 per application

£699 per scheme

£1,863 per episode

£59 per hour

HEALTH: Mental health
inpatient, specialist
service (per bed)

HOUSING Hostel

HOUSING

HOUSING

Complex Eviction

Rough Sleepers

£7,276 per eviction

£179 per week

£3,213 per week

£117 per week

CRIME
£663 per incident

£479 per month

Social Worker

Supporting People Costs
Approx £313 per week
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Brian is in his early 50s, lives in Swansea and has a History of Mental
Health, Anti-social Behaviour and Imprisonment.

Current Needs

Personal History

Brian needs support with medication and
socially interacting with others as being
alone triggers poor mental health. He has no
insight into planning, cooking or costing
meals so staff assist him in all of these
areas.

Brian was living in a shared flat but became
lonely and his voices told him to get
company. Brian sort help but had none, so
he set fire to his flat that risked the lives of
his neighbours. He then went to the Police
and told them what he had done. Brian was
sent to prison for arson but his mental health
Project Info
deteriorated there and was moved to
Bridgend Mental Hospital. Brian has no
This project supports 6 men, all with Mental
Health problems, to live within the community remorse or empathy for this action.
as independently as possible. We have 24
hour support 7 days a week.
Support Received
Brian requires prompting to pay his bills which helps him maintain his tenancy at this Project.
Brian needs to live with other people as being alone is highly likely to cause him to reoffend.
Brian wanted to purchase his own food and cook and we tried this with him but sadly it did
not work as he could not maintain this himself and his diet became very poor. Brian agreed
for staff to prepare meals once again for him, as he said his voices were hurting him while he
was cooking. He takes his medication regularly with support from staff and socialization is
being encouraged. Without any of the above support his placement would fail.
Outcomes
Feeling Safe / Contributing to the safety &
wellbeing of self and others.

Managing Money

Brian manages his own finances and will not
Brian only feels safe when other people are
give staff any information about his benefits
around him. He is fine alone in his room as
or to his bank accounts as he has a history
he knows there are staff and other service
of thinking people will try and steal off him.
users in the building. Brian becomes agitated He is learning sign language and attends a
when alone and his voices take over. Over
few other classes each week but is not
the last few months he has started enjoying
interested in engaging in employment or
spending time in the communal areas and
volunteering although these opportunities
engaging in conversations with others. This
have been offered to him.
seems to keep Brian well and feeling safe.
Managing Accommodation
Brian is in charge of his own finances and
pays his rent and bills every week. He
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Physically Healthy

struggles with managing relationships as he
has no empathy towards others. He is very
Brian is physically well and attends a walking blunt and this can caused other people to get
club, enjoying this activity, however he can
upset. He has been inappropriate towards
make up an illness for attention. He has seen some service users and male staff in a
a specialist clinic asking about sexually
sexual way and he has informed us he is a
transmitted diseases which he attends alone gay man. We do try to encourage Brian not
and will not let staff go with him. His mental
to do this but he can’t see anything wrong.
Health continues to fluctuate and some days Brian attends a local organisation who
are good when on other days he informs
encourages him to feel part of the
staff he is in coma and that ghosts are
community.
attacking him. This is recognised as a trigger
that something is wrong.
Brian’s future plans….
Brian’s plan is to move from the Project and live in a private rented flat with another service user.
However, staff agree this is highly likely to be another situation which will result in Brian returning
to psychiatric hospital, as he has done this several times in the past. Brian has not got the insight
to see he would become alone again and history would repeat itself, in any event with a
conviction for Arson it is unlikely any landlord would wish to rent to him. We hope to try and
encourage Brian to stay at the Project to protect not only the safety and wellbeing of himself but
the safety of others.
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For Brian, it is estimated that (at
least) the following costs to other
statutory services may have been
prevented:
CRIME Police call out
Anti-social behaviour

CRIME Arrest &
detained

£673 per incident

£719 per arrest

HOUSING Homelessness
Application

HOUSING Homelessness
advice and support

HEALTH: Hospital
inpatients

£2,724 per application

£699 per scheme

£1,863 per episode

HEALTH: Mental health
inpatient, specialist
service (per bed)

HOUSING Hostel

£3,213 per week

£117 per week

HEALTH Service
Provision / Mental
Health

CRIME
£663 per incident

£2,197 per year
HEALTH LA care home
for people with mental
health
£1,070 per week

HOUSING

HOUSING

Complex Eviction

Rough Sleepers

£7,276 per eviction

£179 per week

Supporting People Costs
Approx £568 per week
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Bev is in her early 20s, lives in Bridgend and has a History of
Homelessness, Domestic Abuse, and Adverse Childhood Experiences
(ACE)
Current Needs

Personal History

Bev, partner Rob and their three-month-old
child are currently living in temporary
accommodation. The family require support
to manage their current housing, financial
and safety & well-being needs. Their main
need is to secure permanent
accommodation.

Bev and her current partner, Rob, both grew
up in chaotic environments experiencing
neglect and abuse. As a result, neither of
them have a support network which has
supported them in their transition from
childhood to adulthood. Social services are
involved due to Bev previously having a child
removed and adopted. Social services
requested that the couple leave Robs'
mother before the baby was born due to the
environment being unsafe. Bev previously
attempted to live independently before
meeting Rob, but this failed due to her
mental-health and lack of support at the time.
The failed attempt has now impacted on the
couple trying to obtain their first home
together.

Project Info
Static and floating, housing-related support,
provided to families, young persons and
vulnerable individuals to manage temporary
accommodation, secure accommodation and
then to sustain permanent accommodation.

Support Received
The couple required support to build their resilience as a result of adverse childhood
experiences. The family have received support in maintaining the safety and well-being of
themselves and their child. Support is being provided to enable them to independently find
accommodation and with managing their accommodation. To develop their independence,
support has also been put in place to develop their confidence and understanding within
certain situations.
Outcomes
Managing Money
The couple have been supported to develop
confidence in dealing with the DWP benefit
departments which has ensured that they
have applied for the correct benefits to
maximise their income. Budgeting support
has been provided but now the couple are
able to do this themselves. They have also
had support to set up a bank account.

Feeling Safe / Contributing to the safety &
wellbeing of self and others.
The couple have been supported to manage
their safety following Bev's step-father being
released from prison where he served a
sentence for offences against her. The
couple have been supported to engage with
children services and health services as part
of a child protection plan as they were
overwhelmed by the process.
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Physically Healthy

Managing Accommodation

The family have been supported to
understand the importance of accessing
support as soon as they feel their health is
deteriorating. As when this happens, they
often isolate themselves from services which
is where they then are unable to manage the
situation. Assistance was provided to register
with the correct health services.

The couple have been supported to get to
know the community where they are
currently residing in temporary
accommodation. Due to them settling in this
area and the service provision being able to
meet their needs, they are being assisted to
search for accommodation in this area. Bev
is being assisted to address her historic rent
arrears to hopefully allow the couple on to
the general housing register. Funding has
been obtained for Bev to apply for ID to be
able to have this to show to private rented
landlords. Currently they are being supported
to become more organised at home. Support
around managing a tenancy and setting up
utilities has been provided.

Bev and Rob’s future plans….
The couple hope to secure accommodation for them and their child which is safe, sustainable
and secure in an area where they can easily access services. Eventually, they would like to live
in social housing where there is no threat of the landlord selling the property and them having to
keep on moving. Bev and Rob want their child to have a different up bringing to the one which
they had. Ultimately they wish to become independent with a life without the involvement of
services.
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For Bev, it is estimated that (at least)
the following costs to other statutory
services may have been prevented:
SOCIAL SERVICES LA
residential care home
for children

SOCIAL SERVICES Child
protection core
assessment

£3,089 per week

£1,151 each

HOUSING Homelessness
advice and support

HOUSING Temporary
accommodation

HOUSING Benefit

£2,724 per application

£699 per scheme

£117 per week

HEALTH Service
Provision / Mental
Health

HEALTH LA care home
for people with mental
health

HEALTH Hospital
inpatients

HEALTH Hospital
outpatients

£2,197 per year

£1,070 per week

£1,863 per episode

£114 per admission

SOCIAL SERVICES Child
taken into care

SOCIAL SERVICES Child
into LA foster care

£52,676 per year

£722 per week

HOUSING Homelessness
Application

£94 average per week

Supporting People Costs
Approx. £215 per week
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Mark is in his late 20s, lives in Bridgend and has a History of substance
misuse, Anti-social Behaviour and Imprisonment.

Current Needs

Personal History

Mark transferred from emergency temporary
accommodation to this Project and has
demonstrated that he was able to manage
accommodation independently and
understood the importance of maintaining
this and independent living for future
accommodation.

Mark has had a troubled lifestyle and
spending many years in prison for a number
of offences. He grew up in Care and does
not have any contact with family. Mark has
previous substance misuse issues which has
often been an issue and sometimes the
reasons for committing offences. Mark was
released from prison at the end of 2017 and
Project Info
placed in emergency temporary
accommodation before moving into this
This project aims to provide secure
supported accommodation to people who are Project. Mark has actively worked with staff
and has started to make changes and
owed a duty by local authority under the
choices for the future.
homelessness act. As part of the clients
personal development clients are expected
to actively look for and engage in
employment, training and volunteering work.
Support Received
Whilst at this Project, Mark received support to help him live independently. This included
budgeting, managing finances, managing his accommodation and looking for properties that
he could move on to in future. Mark also had support to look at volunteering options which
helped him keep busy, remain focused and stay out of any trouble. He also engaged with a
support group for help with his substance misuse. Although Mark has had his peaks and
troughs with substance misuse he was able to make progress with encouragement and
support from staff and has engaged with all the agencies that support him. He has now been
housed in a 1 bedroom flat and has floating support to help him settle into his new home and
to set up payments for his utility bills.
Outcomes
Managing Money

Managing Accommodation

Mark received support with budgeting,
managing money and paying service charge
at the Project. Mark settled into a pattern
very soon after moving into the Project. He
paid service charge fortnightly and
understood the importance of this and was
supported to change address with the
benefits agency, bank and other supporting

Mark received support with independent
living and maintaining his accommodation by
reporting faults and repairs to his flat and
communal areas of the project. He managed
to settle into the project very well and proved
his capabilities of managing this by keeping
his flat clean and tidy and report any repairs.
Mark engaged with staff, attended 1-1
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agencies. Mark also received support to look
at volunteering options and was supported to
engage with other agencies and later
volunteered at one where he supported
others by welcoming them into drop in and
offering hot beverages. Mark enjoyed this
volunteering post and gave him the
motivation to look at other skills with learning
options and courses for the future to keep
himself busy and active.
Physically Healthy

support sessions and attended regular house
meetings at the project. Mark received
support to look for private rented
accommodation before being housed
through the Local Authority. Mark stated in
his assessment that he wants to prove to
everyone that he can manage independent
living but how is he able to prove this without
being given the chance. So, Mark was given
the chance and is proving to be able to
manage his accommodation.

Mark engaged with other supporting
agencies including one which has helped
him with his substance misuse to recovery.
Mark also engaged with probation and
continued to work with his licence
agreement. Mark has stayed out of any
trouble and has not breech his licence.

Bev and Mark’s future plans….
Mark is doing extremely well since he moved into his own accommodation. Mark looks well and
healthy and has gained a little wait. He has remained abstinent and is looking at future plans
with volunteering, and work options. Mark has reached his 3 month tenancy probation and the
agency are very pleased with Mark's progress. So much so, they have extended his probation
period for another 3 months.
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For Mark, it is estimated that (at least)
the following costs to other statutory
services may have been prevented:
CRIME Police call out

CRIME

Anti-social behaviour

Arrest & detained

£673 per incident

£719 per arrest

CRIME Unit cost of
court event

HOUSING Homelessness
advice and support

HOUSING Homelessness
Application

HOUSING Temporary
accommodation

£14,603 per event

£699 per scheme

£2,724 per application

£117 per week

HEALTH Hospital
inpatients

HEALTH Hospital
outpatients

£1,863 per episode

£114 per admission

HEALTH

HEALTH: Inpatient
treatment for drugs /
alcohol misuse

A&E attendance (all
scenarios)

£479 per month

£117 per event

CRIME

CRIME

Offender, Prison

£663 per incident

£34,840 per year

Supporting People Costs
Approx. £204 per week
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Clare is in her late 30s, lives in NPT and has Learning Disabilities
Current Needs

Personal History

Clare has a significant learning disability
which gravely affects her ability to
understand her tenancy obligations. Clare
also has anxiety and depression and
requires ongoing support to maintain
tenancy, budget her benefit and
correspondence.

Clare previously relied on her partners
support but they have recently split up. Clare
has low motivation to manage her home
environment. Clare has her youngest son
removed from her care 8 years ago,
regarding concerns about her ability and
adequate care for him. Clare’s mood can be
affected by finances, isolation and if contact
with her child is interrupted. During low
moods Clare has injured herself (superficial)
and overdosed on medication (prevented).
Following her recent separation, Clare’s
mood has been low and has required
support to liaise with relevant agencies and
home environment.

Project Info
Promoting independent living skills,
maintaining tenancy, budgeting, ensuring
correspondence is dealt with effectively and
bills are paid in a timely manner

Support Received
Clare is supported to understand tenancy obligations and all liaisons with landlord, DWP and
Job Centre. She is encouraged and supported to tackle household jobs with a weekly
cleaning rota which is manageable with support and monitoring. Clare is supported to open
letters and help to understand content. She is encouraged to adopt self-discipline and not
overspend to avoid debt to others. Clare is supported to pay bills on time.
Outcomes
Managing Money

Managing Accommodation

Clare continues to receive direct support to
liaise with landlord, DWP and other
agencies. Clare is now able to open her
online universal credit account with minimum
support.

Clare’s home environment is maintained to
an acceptable standard - providing a safe
and comfortable venue for her child to have
contact visits there. Clare’s confidence is
growing and visiting and using local facilities
has increased. Clare has been supported to
join a community group which is reducing
isolation and building friendships.

Physically Healthy
Following her separation from her partner,
Clare’s mood was low. She was supported to
visit her G.P. and medication was increased
and intake monitored by weekly collection.
Clare is able to telephone G.P for
appointments and chemist.
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Clare’s future plans….
Clare continues to build confidence and self-esteem. Clare continues to receive support with her
tenancy obligations to ensure that she remains housed with her current landlord. Clare also
continues to receive support with DWP for her to receive her benefit payment. Clare is looking
to explore social opportunities and has expressed an interest in volunteering.
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For Clare, it is estimated that (at
least) the following costs to other
statutory services may have been
prevented:
HEALTH

HEALTH Service
provision
depression/anxiety

HEALTH

HEALTH

Ambulance services

Hospital day cases

£223 per incident

£720 per episode

Complex Eviction

HOUSING Homelessness
advice and support

HOUSING Homelessness
Application

£7,276 per eviction

£699 per scheme

£2,724 per application

SOCIAL SERVICES Child
taken into care

SOCIAL SERVICES Child
into LA foster care

HEALTH Hospital
inpatients

HEALTH Hospital
outpatients

£52,676 per year

£722 per week

£1,863 per episode

£114 per admission

A&E attendance (all
scenarios)
£117 per event

HOUSING

£977 per year
HEALTH Service
Provision / Mental
Health
£2,197 per year

Supporting People Costs
Approx £184 per week
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Pat is in her late 40s, lives in NPT and is a woman with substance misuse
Current Needs

Personal History

Pat remains quite vulnerable to men she is in
contact with. She maintains contact with and
has an on off relationship with her previous
abuser who kept her imprisoned in her own
home. She wants to reduce her alcohol
intake however whenever she is mentally
unwell she turns to alcohol.

Pat had previously experienced extreme
domestic abuse with several ex-partners.
She was in a women's refuge prior to being
housed by this Service Provider in a core
house.

Project Info
Supported Housing for women with
substance misuse issues and other complex
needs
Support Received
Pat was initially housed in the core house and then went on to the dispersed property in
Neath Port Talbot. Following issues with a male neighbour who was being sexually
inappropriate with her and her handing the property back to the housing association, Pat
moved back into the core house. She was reluctant at first as her thoughts were that it was a
step backwards. Staff worked with Pat and she acknowledged that was not ready for her
own property. Her previous engagement in services was sporadic and so by living at the
core house attending appointments with support was more likely. In addition she felt safer at
the core house as there were no visitors’ policy, 24 hour support and CCTV.
Outcomes
Managing Money

Managing Accommodation

Pat had previous debt problems which have
been addressed and she was supported to
set up direct debit payments to pay the debt
off in time. She now pays her service charge
via standing order so is addressing the
previous arrears.

Pat was supported to put in a change of
circumstances for housing benefit/council tax
when she moved in to the core property. Pat
has been praised and given positive
feedback on the clean state of her flat.

Feeling Safe

Pat is more willing to come and speak to staff
and engages better now in the core house.
Previously in the dispersed property she
would frequently miss appointments with
other agencies. This is quite uncommon now.
If she is having any difficulties she comes to
speak to staff.

Pat was initially in a women's refuge and
relocated to the core house. More recently
she felt unsafe in the dispersed property so
returned to the core house. At the beginning,
Pat would not inform staff when she was
leaving the project, but now she engages

Managing Relationships
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more with staff so we are not having so many Feeling part of the community
welfare concerns.
Pat had previous knowledge of the area
Contributing to the safety
having lived here before.
Pat regularly meets with her support worker
and partakes in activities designed to
encourage abstinence. She is supported to
these appointments/activities. Pat has been
referred to a women's aid provider and has
been supported to appointments.
Leading a healthy lifestyle

Engaging in Education and learning
Although not entirely ready to commit to this
area fully, Pat has attended short classes in
the local community. She also attended an IT
class.
Mentally Healthy

Pat’s mental health is managed by her GP
and medication. We supported Pat to have
dosette boxes to reduce the chance of
overdosing and since then we have not had
a single episode of her overdosing. She is
Engaging in Employment/Volunteering
also hoping to get some counselling which
we will help to arrange. When she first came
Pat is not at the stage that this is likely due to to the project she would isolate herself quite
her drinking however she would like to look
a lot and remain in her flat for days on end.
at this when she has completed a detox.
This seems to have passed and she is now
able to speak to staff when unwell.
Pat has been offered and partaken in
activities with staff such as walks and healthy
eating cookery

Pat’s future plans….
Pat would like to be abstinent and detox completely from alcohol. She would like to live in Neath
Port Talbot area closer to her family and support network.
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For Pat, it is estimated that (at least)
the following costs to other statutory
services may have been prevented:
HEALTHTelehealth
provision per
participant

HEALTH A&E
attendance (all
scenarios)

HEALTH

HEALTH

Ambulance services

Hospital day cases

£2,064 per person

£223 per incident

£720 per episode

£117 per event

HOUSING
Complex Eviction

HOUSING Homelessness
advice and support

HOUSING Homelessness
Application

£7,276 per eviction

£699 per scheme

£2,724 per application

HEALTH Service
Provision / Mental
Health

HEALTH: Inpatient
treatment for drugs /
alcohol misuse

HOUSING Hostel

HEALTH Hospital
inpatients

HEALTH Hospital
outpatients

£1,863 per episode

£114 per admission

£479 per month

£117 per week

£2,197 per year

Supporting People Costs
Approx £472 per week
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Disclaimer
For the purpose of this document, all service users’ names have been change.
The weekly cost for the Supporting People case studies were sought from the Providers themselves.
However, most, although approximate, were vastly underestimated and have subsequently been amended by
SP Teams.

Regional Development Coordinator for the Supporting People Programme, Western Bay RCC:
Debra Trezise
debra.trezise@swansea.gov.uk
07471145424
References – Unit Cost Database (v.1.4)
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